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If you're into meditation, mind mending, or other things of that nature (will not mention because they are not legal), then this album is super super good for you. It is mesmerizing, and it sounds a lot like psych rock with less rock and a lot more psych. If you want background music for questioning the existence of god, heaven and hell, the meaning of life, and how all of these things coincide, then I would definitely listen to this album. This album is best played very very loudly either in headphones or with speakers and would sound super cool in the booth.

If you are into bands like Tame Impala and Glass Animals and you enjoy the psychedelic sound, you will definitely like this album. It takes the psychedelic sound of either of those bands, takes it up like 30 notches, and is really really cool. I really like modern psychedelic music because with electronic music, we can make sounds that sound SO COOL and we aren't limited by physical instruments. This band really knows what to do with that, so this album is 100000% recomended.

Sounds Like:
Dumbo Gets Mad
Sounds Like:
Tame Impala

Recommended Tracks:
Earth Moon-The intro song, super psych, very good
Odyessy- Very dreamy, intense really good
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- Alt [1]
- Psych Alt [2]
- psychedelic rock [3]